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3.0 OBJECTIVES 

Tn &IS Licit you will be giveia a detailed storyline of Pirat II of Giem iighr of Da;d, 
Shis will be followed by a discussion on the political dhcnsion of tP,e novel, Tae 
presence of Raja md Baba iri the novel will also be discvsied in some detail tc. 
acquaht you with their significance. The concluding unit wili raise questions to 
enable yaa to give a focused reading to the text. 

3.1 DETAILED STORYLINE OF PART 11 .--.---- ---- 

Part TI is set in the past. It begins with the violence ofthe partition and quickly 
moves onto Raja's illness with T.B. The Alis have left their neigkbcxirhood arnli&L;t all 
the partition violence. Raja, who had got very close to I-Iyder All, is npset that he did 
not ~nform him before leaving. At times he wonders whether Hyder Ali and his 
family were taken forcibly away. He feels frustrated that he cannot help them in their 
tlme of need. Raja's cuncern for the Alis makes Bim see the hero~c side of her 
brother. She "cuuld not help admiring what she saw as his fiero~srrr, his independet~t 
thinking and courage. Raja was truly the stuff of which heroes are rmde" (P. 45). 
All s-tmaer Bim nurses her brother and reads his favourite poets to Rini: Tennyson, 
Browning and Swinbume 

hn &is section we get some more details about Raja. Pf:s ac.hiratxr~~ for Hyder AIi 
his neighbour and landlord-~~ reciprocated by Aii. IIe encourages Raja to use his 
library at home. Gradudly he begins to take part in the socid life oof HyderAli. It Is 
at one of the social evenings at Ali's place that Fbja first rnezts a pogt¶%m 
Hydzrabad. He is very impressed by him and feels encouraged to become an Urdu 
poet h~rnself. 

.< 

Some details about the Das parents also emerge in this section. We came to know 
that it was Raja's father-keeping the partition context m mk.d---who insisted that he 
should notgin Jamia Millia Islamia to study Urdu. biz, joins Hixrdu College for a 
course in English Honours. His father had also been a sbident of the sane college. 
While doing his undergraduate degree, Raja gets drawn into college politics. Later: 
he withdraws when he discovers the fundamentalist wid ternfist nature of his friends' 
agenda aLnd their hatred for the Mlislims. 

Raja's mother is described in this section as someone who NQ.S not $09 well: 

Their mother, for the firs? time in twenty years, missed an evening at the 
club, said she did not feel well a d  would stay in bed. Tiat mght she passed 



Clear Light of Day 
quietly into a coma so that when her husband returned from the club after an 
ksatisfactory game with an unaccustomed partner, he found her lying still 
and flaccid on her bed, quite beyond questioning him on his game. 

The ambulance came. The children stumbled out of their'beds to watch her 
being carried out like a parcel containing some dangerous material that had to 
be carefully handled.. . 

Their mother died without seeing any of them again. If she ever, for a 
minute, regained consciousness, it was only to murmur the name of familiar 
cards that seemed to drift through her mind with a dying rustle. 

(PP .53-54) 

In Part I1 of the novel we are further told about Mira Masi's addiction to brandy and 
Tara's friendship with the Misra sisters. It is through them that she meets Bakul at 
the Roshanara Club. A new relationship between Bim and Dr. Biswas also develops 
in this section. Dr. Biswas takes her to a music concert and for tea with his mother. 

C 

Two important episodes are mentioned in this section which have a lasting impact on 
the characters in the novel. The fiist is the drowning of the cow episode. (This 
episode will be dealt with in Unit 5:2 of this Block). The second is to do with Raja's 
decision to leave Delhi and settle in Hyderabad (see Unit 3:3 of this Block for a 
lengthier discussion). At the end of the section Biin and Baba are left together. Bim, 
who has been left behind by Raja, with all the family responsibilities tells Baba: 

'So now there are just you and I left, Baba,' she muttered. 'Does the house 
seem empty to you? Everyone's gone, except you and I. They won't come 
back. We'll be alone now. But we don't have to worry about anyone now-- 
Tara or Raja or Mira-Masi. We needn't worry now that they're all gone. 
We're just by ourselves and there's nothing to wony about. You're not 
afraid, are you?' 

(P. 101). 

3.2 THE POLITICAL DIMENSION OF CLEAR LIGHT OF 
DAY 

In a very broad sense, the growth of India's freedom struggle and the development of 
Indian~English fiction are inkrconnected. We have several novels in Indian-English 
which deal with the politics of India's struggle for independence. Raja Rao's 
Kanthnpurn, for example, is set in the 1930s and deals with the impact of Gandhian 
ideology of non-violence in a little south Indian village. Kushwant Singh's, I Shall 
Not Hear the Nightingale, depicts the reactions of many of his characters to the Quit 
India movement of 1942. 

Desai's Clear Light qfDc-1~7, although mentions the late 30s and a few days in the 70s, 
is set in the summer of 1947. But, unlike, other writers dealing with this period. she 
does not foreground the political happenings of 1947 as the main theme of her novel, 
instead, she highlights the Das family history as rt emerges through the turbulent 
happenings of national history. Personal emotions in the novel parallel national t 
storms. When Bim worked, 

She felt a sharp, fiery pining for college to re-open and her ordinary working 
life to be resumed. Then she would be able to end all this storm of emotion 
in which she had been dragged back and forth all summer as in a vast. warm 
ocean, and return to what she did best, most efficiently, with least expense of 
spirit - the keeping to schedule, the following of a time-table, the application 
of the mind to facts, figures, niles and analyses. 

(P. 169) 



The partition of India, symbolizes the break up cf ?!re Dan t ~ ~ d y .  Like post- 
independent Indisr, which was lookiilg Tor 7 r;ru~ g:rsc?ion with its new identity, the 
Das children also face a crisis relating to their past. They have all grown differently 
with different goals and interests. Bim's relation to her past particularly parallels the 
crisis in modem India - of finding a new role for herself in relationto the past. 
Ironically, when Bim does realize her usefulness with her siblings, she locates herself 
not in the immediate history of the nation but to a past history when there was 
harmony between Hindus and Muslims and "a whole, a perfect pattern" existed. 

Salman Rushdie in "Midnight's Children" also combines family history with national 
politics but both writers differ in the way they deal with it: 

While Anita Desai works through her characters' interaction, especially 
through dialogue and reminiscence, thus building up a concept of history in 
an indirect and implicit manner, Rushdie's narrator Saleem is a very self- 
conscious individual who uses different means: he conceptualises and 
verbalises the term 'recollection' in phrases such as '[there] is no escape from 
past acquaintance. What you were is forever who you are' (P.368); or, 
towards the end of his story, when he sums up his insight: 'Who what am I, 
My answer: I am the sum total of everything that went before me, of all I 
have been seen done, of everything done-to-me. (p.383). 

Another difference in narrative procedure is the intricate relationship between 
historical events and personal experiences in the Sinai family.. which enables 
Rushdie to build up a myth of history which is as provocative as it is 
questionable. Clear Light of Day does not lack parrallels between the 
historical process and individual experiences, especially in the second part of 
the book where the times are marked by departure and death not only in the 
Das family but also in the life of the Indian nation-the years 1947-48 with 
the partition of the subcontinent, the enforced exodus of millions from their 
homes, violence, death and, finally, Gandhi's assassination, have profound 
meaning for the Das children-but still, it appears that history and the 
individuals are linked by coincidence rather than by the intrinsic logic we 
encounter in 'Midnight's Children'.' 

In Clear Light of Day the happenings of 1947 are viewed from the perspective of the 
Das sisters: 

'Yes, what a summer,' Tara murm~red.1sn7t it strange how life won't flow, 
like a river, but moves in jumps, as if it were held back by locks that are 
opened now and then to let it jump forwards in a kind of flood? There are 
these long still stretches - nothing happens - each day is exactly like the 
other - plodding, uneventful-and then suddenly there is a crash-mighty 
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Clear Light of Day 
deeds take place-momentous events-even if one doesn't knon it at the 
time-and then life subsisdes again into the backwaters till the next push, the 
next flood? That summer was certainly one of them-the summer of '47-' 

(PP. 42-43) 

The fires of 1947 bum on the horizon and the politics of the period is only glimpsed 
at by the Das sisters who live secluded in the Civil Lines area of Old Delhi: 

The city was in flames that summer. Every night fires lit up the horizon 
beyond the city walls so that the sky was luridly tinted with festive flames of 
orange and pink, and now and then a column of white smoke would rise and 
stand solid as an obelisk in the dark. Bim, pacing up and down on the 
rooftop, would imagine she could hear the sound of shots and of cries and 
screams, but they lived so far outside the city, out in the Civil Lines where 
the gardens and bungalows were quiet and sheltered behind their hedges, that 
it was really rather improbable and she told herself she only imagined it. All 
she really heard was the ceaseless rattling of frogs in the mud of the Jumna 
and occasionally a tonga horse ~~ervously dashing doun the road. 

(P. 44) 

Desai's skill as a novelist lies in the subtle way that she weaves in national history 
with the personal lives of her characters. We are told that the Das parents: 

spent them lives playing bridge at the club, intently corhing their hands. 
unaware of the movement of history that was bringing t h e i ~  way of life to an 
end. Their children were educated in English, in Christian schools, educated 
into a culture that in 1947 packed its bags and left, condemning them to life 
their lives as a futile exercise in nostalgia, dreaming like Bing Crosby on 
Baba's record of a white Christmas. Bim is offered no magic release. Even 
when she listens to the old man's song, what it brings to her mind is a line 
from Four ~ l l a r t e t s . ~  

What we see emerge here is a neocolonial attitude. In the post-independent Indian 
context, this neocolonial attitude transfers itself into an upper middle class 
phenomenon, a form of snobbery. This is seen very clearly when Bim goes to Dr. 
Biswas' home for tea with his mother: 

The tea party was of course a mistake and Bim scowled and cursed herself 
for having softened and let herself in for what was a humiliation and a 
disaster for everyone concerned. 

Had Mrs. Biswas dressed for it? Bim had never seen anyone so dressed. So 
bathed, so powdered. She seemed to be dusted all over with flour. Perhaps 
she had fallen into a flour bin, like a large bun. But she smelt so powerfilly 
of synthetic flowers, it must be powder after all. And her white sari crackled 
with starch, like a biscuit. And her hair gleamed with coconut oil, and flecks 
of gold glinted at the lobes of her ears and in the ringed folds of her neck. 
Altogether a piece of confectionery, thought Bim. 

She was given a platter with all the goodies already heaped on it-neatly 
counted out, so many biscuits, so many pieces of mithai, so many firtters and 
a spoonfbl of chutney. Similar plates with exactly the same number of 
goodies were handed to Dr. Biswas, one kept by her. They ate. 

A China cabinet against the wall them. It stood on four legs and housed little 
plaster figures from Germany-a miniature beer mug, Hansel and Gretel 
skipping in a meadow, a squirrel dressed in a daisy chain. There were Indian 
dolls, less travelled b t more worn, tinself garlands flaking off onto red Y 
organdie saris and go d turbans. There were clay toys in cane baskets- 1 



yellow bananas, green chillies. A darrot. A cow. A plastic baby. And they Political Dimension, 
all stared at Bim munching her way through the goodies. Dr. Biswas stared Major Characters 
at his brown shoes, so highly polished. He ate nothing 

(PP. 90-91) 

Interestingly, in Clear Lightof Day, all great names of the partition period are 
mentioned: Jinnah, Nehru, Gandhi, Churchill and Mountbatten. Gandhi's murder for 
example, is told by a cobbler to Dr. Biswas. Again, almost all the characters refer to 

.the HinduIMuslim problem including minor characters like Mira Masi and Baku1 (see 
P. 56 & PP. 70-7 1 respectively). 

It is through Raja's interaction with the Alis and their Muslim friends that Desai 
subtly demonstrates to us the need for the formation of Pakistan. When Mira Masi 
admonishes Raja about his frequent trips to the Alis and that it was not safe to be with 
Muslims, he goes nevertheless. He listens to the conversations between Ali and his 
Muslim friends and "began to see Pakistan as they did-as a possibility, very close to 
them, palpable and real" (P. 57). 

During the partition riots in the country, Raja was ill with T.B. and felt frustrated that 
he could not help the Alis. When Bim assuages his fears by sayng that he must be 
safe, Raja explodes, "safe"? For Muslims? Here in India? It will be safe after every 
Muslim has had his throat slit" (P. 45). 

Raja is secular in his approach to the HinduMuslim problem in the country. Bim 
wonders at his ways of thinking and feeling which are so different from the others. 
When Raja's father dissuades him from joining.Jarnia Millia Islamia for a course in 
Urdu, he is surprised by the reasons offered by his father: "If you, a Hindu boy, are 
caught in Jamia Millia, the centre of Islamic studies-as you call it-you will be torn 
to bits, you will be burnt alive-" (P. 52). While in Hindu college, Raja experiences 
Hindu fundamentalism, and decides to withdraw from political activities in college. 

Later, after Raja's father's death, when his sister Biin asks hiin to help out with their 
father's business, he sharply retorts: 

'Oh Bim, Bim,' he said, dramatically gesturing towards the door that opened 
out into the thick, dusty twilight. 'Look there-look,' he said, 'the city's 
burning down. Delhi is being destroyed. The whole country is split up and 
everyone's become a refugee. Our friends have been driven away, perhaps 
killed. And you ask me to worry about a few cheques and files in father's 
office. 

(PP. 66-67) 

Raja is one character in the novel who forsees the political violence that follows 
India's independence. He tells Bim: 

'Don't you see-there is going to be fighting in the streets, people like Hyder 
Ali Sahib are going to be driven out, their property will be burnt and looted, 
the government is helpless, they're not preventing-preventing-'but now 
tears of weakness rose in his throat, flooding it, and he closed his mouth and 
turned his head from side to side like a dog tied to a tight leash. 

(PP. 59-60) 

As predicted by Raja, we come to know in the course of the narrative, that during the 
partition riots of 1947, the Alis who owned half the houses in the area had to sell 
them and when they "left Delhi during the partition riots of 1947, they sold most of 
these houses to their Hindu tenants for a song-all except for Bim's house which she 
did not try to buy and which he continued to let to her at the same rent as before" (P. 



Clear Light of Day 
28). It was Raja, again, who anticipated the violence following Gandhi's death (PP. 
93-94). 

Ali's leaving Delhi indicates the changed political atmosphere of the nation. The 
locked house symbolizes the Das childhood and past, a past of pre-partition harmony 
deliberately referred to by Desai in Clear Light of Day when she talks about the status 
of Urdu then and now: 

Raja had studied Urdu in school in those days before the Partition when 
students had a choice between Hindi and Urdu. It was a natural enough 
choice to make for the son of a Delhi family: Urdu had been the court 
language in the days of the Muslim and Moghul rulers and had persisted as 
the language of the learned and the cultivated. Hindi was then considered a 
language of great pedigree; it had little to show for itself in its modern. 
clipped, workaday form, and its literature was all in ancient, extinct dialects 
Raja, who read much and had a good ear, was aware of such differences 

(P. 47) 

Alamgir Hashmi says of Clear Light of Day: 

For weaving together the public and the private, for a balanced treatment of 
the historical elements in the book, for a sympathetic and introspective stud! 
of character and personal relationships, and for a pellucid, personal style, this 
novel remains a triumph. In twenty-five years of story-telling, Clear Lzght of' 
Days is the best of Anita Desai, a novel which will continue to command 
attention and respect3 

3.3 THE IMPORTANCE OF RAJA IN CLEAR LIGHT OF 
DAY 

Raja is a very important character in Clear Light of Day. Desai uses him for several 
reasons in the novel. Since the first part of the novel is set in the present, Raja is 
physically absent from it. When the novel begins he is already married to Benazir. 
the daughter of his neighbour and landlord, Hyder Ali. and is settled in Hyderabad. 

The RajaIAli relationship is important in the novel. Through the nurturing manner in 
which Ali treats Raja and the trusting way in which Raja responds to him, Desai 
demonstrates to us the harmony that existed between Hindus and Muslims in India 
before partition. 

Very early in the novel we come to know of the fact that even as a child Raja admired 
Hyder Ali and considered him as his hero. He was overawed by the sight of Hyder 
Ali riding on his white horse, while he was playing on the banks of the river, 
" h n a "  with his sister, Bim. Bim tells Tara: 

'We stood up to watch them go past and he wouldn't even look at us The 
peon shouted to us to get out of the way. I think Hyder Ali Sahib used to 
think of himself as some kind of prince, a nawab. And Raja loved that.' Her 
eyes gleamed as much with malice as with remembrance. 'Raja stood up 
straight and stared and stared and I'm sure he longed to ride on a white horse 
with a dog to run behind h m  just as older Hyder Ali did. Hyder Ali Sahib 
was always Raja's ideal, wasn't he?' she ended up. 

(P. 25) 

When Ali comes to hear of Raja's interest in Urdu poetry he encourages him and 
allows him to use his personal library at home. 



As Raja grows older he begins to participate in Ali7s iknily parties: 

In the evening, tired of his own noisy sisters and peculiar old aunt and still more 
peculiar little brother, he would wander across to the Hyder Ali7s garden where there 
was always a gathering in a circle on the lawn, drinks and ice and betel leaves served 
on silver trays, and gentlemen discussing politics and quoting poetry. 

(P. 49) 

Desai, through these social evenings, points to a decadent life style that existed in 
pre-partitioned India. 

Again, it is through Ali's parties which Raja attends, that Desai gives us a Muslim 
perspective on the need for India's partition. At these parties glasses, 

of whisky were passed around, some poetry quoted, and soon they forgot 
Raja, or Raja's Hindu presence, and picked up the subject they had dropped 
on seeing him-Pakistan, as ever Pakistan. Raja listened silently as they 
spoke of Jinnah, of Gandhi and Nehru, of Mountbatten and Attlee and 
Churchill, because he knew this was not a matter in which he should express 
an opinion, but he listened and he began to see Pakistan as they did-as a 
possibility, very close to them, palpable and real. 

(P. 57) 

When Raja joins Hindu College as desired by his father, he gets involved in political 
activities. But when he discovers the bigotry of his friends and their hatred for . 

Muslims and their anger against the creation of Pakistan, he withdraws. When he 
spoke to them of Pakistan, 

as something he quite accepted, they turned on him openly, called him a 
traitor, drowned out his piping efforts at reasonableness with the powerful 
arguments of fanatics. Some of them, his two or three closest friends, 
disclosed to him that they were members of terrorist societies; they told him 
they were not giving in cravenly to the partitioning of the country no matter 
what Gandhi said or Nehru did-they were going to fight to defend their 
country, their society, their religion. 

(P. 57) 

Through Raja's interactions both with his college friends and with his father-who 
dissuades him from joining Jamia Millia to study Urdu because it was unsafe for 
Hindus to be with Muslims in the partition context--, we come to know of the 
mounting tensions between Hindus and Muslims in '1947. 

Raja's concern for Hyder Ali's family during the partition riots is further used by 
Desai to expose to us the fundamentalist atmosphere in India during that period. 
Through the conversations between Bim and Tara we come to know that during the 
partition riots of 1947, Raja was very ill with T.B. and feeling helpless. When Bim 
who had been nursing Raja through his illness tells him not to worry about the Alis 
and that they must be safe, he explodes: 

'Safe? For Muslims? Here in India? It will be safe after every Muslim has 
had his throat slit,' Raja said with great viciousness. He half-lifted himself 
from the bed and then threw himself violently back again.' 'And here I am - 
too ill to even get up and help. And the only time in my life that I've ever 
been ill,' he added bitterly. 

(P. 45) 

Again, it is Raja who warns us of thc chaos and violence that is to follow the death of 
Gandhi. He is relieved when he hears over thc radio that it was a Hindu and not a 
Muslim who had killed Gandhi. 

Political Dimension, 
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Clear Light of Day In a very broad sense, Raja's way of thinkingand feeling is quite like Desai's, very 
cosmopolitan. Bim is bewildered by 

Raja's ways of thinking and feeling, so different from anyone else's at that 
time or day. She could not help admiring what she saw as hls heroism, his 
independent thinking and courage. Raja was truly the stuff of which heroes 
are made, she was convinced, and yet here he lay, ironically, too ill to play 
the hero he longed to and, she half-believed, was meant to be. 

(P. 45) 

The central irony in the novel, of course, is that Raja grows up to be anything but a 
hero. He ends up as a contented, rich local landlord with no dreams and ambitions. 
Bim tells Tara of the one time he visited her after her marriage: 

They did visit me once.. . After their marriage, after their first baby was born. 
they did come to visit us. And Benazir was already so plump, and Raja- 
Raja looked like a pasha, he was so fat. 

(P. 144) 

Raja contributes very significantly to the political dimension of the novel. (For a 
detailed discussion on the political aspect of the novel see Unit 3:2 of this Block). 
But he also is central to the story line of Clear Light of Day. The BidRaja 
relationship is integral to the novel and it is the breakdown in this relatonship that 
S e c t s  the characters in different ways. 

Through the reminiscing of the Das sisters we come to know that as children, Bim 
and Raja were very close. They shared an interest in literature and played with boats 
on the banks of the river, "Jumna." The first mention of Raja is made in the novel in 
relation to his anger against his parents' excessive card games: 

Raja used to swear that one day he would leap up onto the table in a lion- 
mask, brandishing a torch, and set fire to this paper-world of theirs, while 
Bim flashed her sewing scissors in the sunlight and declared she would creep 
in secretly at night and snip all the cards into bits. But Tara simply sucked 
her finger and retreated down the veranda to Aunt Mira's room where she 
could always tuck herself up in the plum-coloured- quilt that smelt so 
comfortingly of the aged relation and her ginger cat, lay her head down 
beside that purring creature and feel such a warmth, such 5 softness of 
comfort and protection as not to feel the need to wreck her parents' 
occupation or divert their attention. It would have frightened her a bit if they 
had come, away, followed her and tried to communicate with her. 

(P. 22) 

However, when the novel begins the relationship between Bim and Raja "is ended," 
as Bim informs Tara when she asks her to join them in attending Moyna, Raja's 
daughter's wedding in Hyderabad: 

'I have ended it already,' Bim said stubbornly, 'by not going to see them and 
not having them here either. 'It is ended.. But I don't forget, no.' 

(P. 28) 

The immediate cause of the breakdown in the relationship between Bim and Raja is a 
letter that he had written to her after the death of his father-in-law, Hyder Ali. As 
Benazir's husband, Raja inherited all of Ali's property which included the house in 
which Bim and Baba now lived. In his letter, Raja wrote: 

You will have got our wire with the news of Hyder Ali Sahib's death. I 
know you will have been as saddened by it as we are. Perhaps you are also a 



bit worried about the fiture. But you must remember that when I left you, I 
promised I would always look after you, Bim. When Hyder Ali was ill and 
making out his will, Benazir herself spoke to him about the house and asked 
him to allow you to keep it at the same rent we used to pay him when father 
and mother were alive. He agreed-you know he never cared for money, 
ohly for friendship-and I want to assure you that now that he is dead and 
has left all his property to us, you may continue to have it at the same rent, I 
shall never think of raising it or of selling the house as long as you and Baba 
need it. If you have any worries, Bim you have only to tell-Raja. 

(P. 27) 

Bim is humiliated by the patronising tone of this letter. She feels that Raja, by 
projecting his "generosity" in not increasing the house rent was expecting her to be 
obliged to him. This is particularly offensive to her because she had relied upon Raja 
to take control of the business and the family after their father's death. In a sense, 
this is his second betrayal. The first was when he walked out on the family: 

'1-1 will-go today-today I will catch the train-I won't stop here, with 
you, another day. It's enough-enough-' and he let go the chair and spread 
out his arms as if to push everything out of his way. 

(P. 95) 

Raja's rebellion.begins with his desire to study Urdu and become a poet. This 
rebellion later becomes a shirking off of his family responsibilities and fhmily 
business. 

Interestingly, the chasm between Bim and Raja had begun to appear much earlier as 
Santosh Gupta notes. Differences were there over, 

their reading had revealed certain important differences in temperament, only 
they had not acknowledged them. Raja's quest for the distant world, 
different cultures, more colourful and sophisticated than his own, had first led 
him to Urdu poetry and then to the house-hold of Hyder Ali. Bim had begun 
to ask for a rational, non-emotional, understanding of the world, through facts 
and chronology, rather than through imagination. In her anger she picks on 
Raja's juvenelia as the target of bitter criticism--she calls them 'terrible,' and 
'nauseating.' Shocking Tara, on her visit to Bim and Baba in their house in 
Old   el hi.^ 

Tara plays a crucial role in bringing Bim and Raja together again. She tries to 
persuade Bim to tear up Raja's letter and to forgive him. She also pleads with Bim to 
attend Raja's daughter, Moyna's wedding in Hyderabad. When Bim makes up with 
her brother, it is due to her own compulsions, but Tara is also important in this 
reconciliation. Bim tells Tara: 

Tell him we couldn't come-but he should come. Bring him back with you, 
Tan-or tell him to come in the winter. All of them. 

(P. 175) 

Bim's desire to make up with Raja is important because it makes her realize how 
different parts make the whole. Harmony, comes from an integration of the old and 
the new. She realizes there were: 

great rents tom in the net that the knife of love had made. Stains of blood 
that the arrow of love had left. Stains that darkened the light that afternoon. 
She laid her hands across her eyes again. 

(P. 166) 
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Clear Light of Day She knew that she had to forgive Raja, beg forgiveness from Baba for her displaced 
ang& against him. Tara, Raja, Baba are all affected by the breakdown of the 
BirnJRaja relationship. They are all brought back to the fold. The central theme of 
the novel, time as a preserver and destoryer, is linked specifically with the re-uniting 
of Bim with Raja. Alamgir Hashmi says, 

The Clear Light of Day is to be seen not only by Bim who, after reading a 
passage in Llfe of Aurangzeb and tearing up the last officious letter of Raja's 
that she has kept for years and never answered, appears amendable and 
forgiving; but also by others. Bim and Tara. whose 'difference' is 
emphasized throughout, are actually very much like each other; at least Tara 
says so to Jaya, the common friend-neighbour. Bim recognises, like Tara 
earlier, how really dark and silent their own house is. Baba begins to respond 
to affection and spends jolly hours with Tara's two young da~~ghters. he 
once again enjoys listening to his n~onotonous forties records on an old 
H M V . ~  

3.4 BABA'S PRESENCE IN THE NOVEL 

Baba and Bim are the two'people who continue to live in their childhood home in Old 
Delhi around which the n ~ v e l  unfolds itself. He is described by Desai in the novel as: 

a finely composed piece of sculpture in white. Marble, or milk. Or less: a 
spider's web, faint and shadowy, or just some moonlight spilt across the bed. 
There was something unsubstantial about his long slimness in the light white 
clothes, such a total absence of being, of character, of clamouring traits and 
characteristics. 

(P. 40) 

There may be a "total absence of being," in Baba, but he plays a significant role in 
the novel. 

Baba's presence in the novel is heralded by music of the forties. The n-lmbers he 
plays, "Sm-o-ke gets in your eyes," Don't Fence Me In" and "Donkey's Serande" 
are significant. They pick up the lack of clarity, wisdom, and the trapped situation of 
the central characters in the novel. Most of the characters in the novel are trapped: 
Baba is trapped by his autism, Bim is trapped by her circumstances. Tara by her guilt 
and Raja finds the Das household itself a trap. Mira Masi is trapped by her poverty 
and later, her alcoholism, and the Alis, by the partition riots. The lack of direction 
and the need for wisdom in the Das household, parallels the situation of independent 
India. This is hrther picked up by Desai's description of Baba in the novel as a 
person whose face "was blanched, like a plant grown underground or in deepest 
shade" (P. 8). Both the inexperience of the Das children in dealing with life after the 
departure of their parents, and the rawness of the nation in coping with its 
postcolonial situation are symbolised here. 

The political dimension of the novel is also picked up by Baba's song numbers. His 
music of the forties sets the background for the novel which deals with events of that 
period. 

Baba's music serves another important purpose in Clear I ~ g h t  of Day. In fact. the 
structure of the novel is indeed like a well orchestrated musical piece. Music is 
indeed integral to the novel in that it contrasts to the discordance repressed in the 
various characters. (For a detailed discussion on the significance of music in the 
novel see Unit 4:2). 

Baba plays a very important hc t iona l  role in the novel. It is because of him that 
Mira Masi, an important character, is brought into the novel. We are told by the 
narrator that Baba was conceived in his parents' old age. It was: 



as if his parents, too aged, had given birth to a child without vitality or will- 
all that had gone into the other, earlier children and there had been none left 
for this last, late one. 

(P. 103) 

Although the new baby was the prettiest of all, people could not help but notice how 
slow he was in everything. The mother, who was "severely diabetic," got restless and 
Baba was entrusted to an ayah. When the ayah could not cope, Mira Masi was sent 

I for (the significance of Mira Masi's role is discussed separately in Unit 4). 

Baba has another functional role to play in the novel. It is with him that Bim goes to 
I 

F check out Ali's locked house. And it is from this house that Baba takes Benazir's 
abandoned gramaphone on which he plays his music, The lock in Ali's house points 
to a chapter in Hindu/Muslim relations in India that has been closed after partition. 

J 

Much of the pathos in the novel emerges from Baba's presence in it. The episode 
when he goes out of the house because both Bim and Tara had wanted him to visit the 
office is truly pathetic: 

His knees trembled in anticipation, knowing he would be forced down, or 
flung down if he continued down the road. But it was if Tara had given him 
a push down a steep incline. She had said that he was to go. Bim had said he 
was to go. Bim and Tara, both of them, wanted him to go. He was going. 

His feet in their unfastened sandals scuffed through the dust of Bela Road. 
Sharp gravel kept slipping into them, prodding him. His arms swung wildly, 
propelling him along. His head bobbed, his white hair flopped. His eyes 
strained and saw black instead of white. Was he going to faint? Would he 
fall? Should he stop? Could he? Or would they drive him on? 'Hato! Hato!' 
Then he heard the crash he knew would come. 

(P. 16) 

Baba's most significant role in the novel is his relatiollship with Bim. He is 
dependent on her. She acts like his caretaker but Bim too needs him. She tells Tara 
that after everyone left Baba was still with her. Their mtual  dependency is best . 

articulated by Jaya to Tara when the latter expresses concern for Bim. Jaya says: 

There are two of them-they have each other, 'Jaya's voice angrily 
smouldered. 'Bim has Baba to look after-she has always liked to rule 
others-and he needs her. Bim's all right.' 

(P. 161) 

It is again Baba who is with Bim at the musical evening at the Misras place, when she 
listens to the songs of Mulk Misra and his guru, and gets a perspective on her own 
life (for details see Unit 4:3 of the Block). The turning point in Bim's life comes a 
little earlier when she expresses her anger against Eaaja at Baba. Reviewing her 
limited finances, she advises Baba to go and live with Raja: 

She was hitting the target now-hitting and hitting it. 'Are you willing to go 
and live with Raja in Hyderabad?' 

She had not known she was going to say that till she had said it. She had 
only walked in to walk to Baba-cut down his defence and demand some 
kind of a response from him, some kind of justification from him for herself, 
her own life, her ways and attitudes, like a blessing from Baba. She had not 
known she wuld be led into making such a threat, or blackmailing Baba. She 
was still hardly aware of what she had said, only something seemed to slam 
inside her head, painfully, when she looked at Baba. 

He did not say anything. He only sat on the edge of his bed as he always did, 
his long hands dangling loosly over his knees, but he seemed to draw back 
from her, as fsr as he could, and his mouth bvas drawn awry as if he had been 
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'1 mean', she cried, leaning out of Iaer char towards him, '1 meart---~t's just 
an idca-I've been wondering-I wanted to ask you, Mabeba--what you 
thought. ' 

But Baba never told what he thought. No one knew if he tficuglit 

'1 d i h 7 t  mean,' she sqid hoarsely, 'Bzba, 1 didn't mcm--' 

'I'hea Bim's rage wsls spent at last. It had reached its peak, i t s  acme, like a 
great glittering wave that had hovered over eveqooe xit that now collapsed. 
fcll on the sand and seeped away, leaving nothing but a sag.; shadow in the 
shape of %&a's silence. 

(PP 163-164) 

Desal's greatness as a novelist lies in her ability to make even appareztly 
insignificant characters play an htegral rok in ths novel Babz. 'ail Clan- Light qf' 
llny c iwly  illustrates ths skill in fJ12 author. 

------- 
3.5 LET US SUM UP - -- 

In &is Unit we have hrther worked on the storyline of P a t  I I  of the mve;. Tie  
political dimension of the novel hatas been brought out. The significance nf Raja and 
Baba been highlighted with a view to keep you focussed rn t i e  study of  the text 
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3.6 QUESTIONS - - .. -. - .- -- 

1. Highlight the important episodes in Part I1 of Clear Light of Day. 

2. Critically comment on the way in which Desai weaves in the political 
elements in Clem Light of Day. 

3. Raja is a pivotal character in the happenings of Clear I-zght of Day. Discuss 

4. Critically comment on Baba's presence in the novel. 


